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Abstract' This paper presents an analysis of the three-phase
self-excited induction generator (SEIG) with static-
compensator {STATCOM) as a voltage regulator. Current
controlled voltage source inverter (CC-VSI) is used as
STATCOM, which provides fast dynamic response to
maintain constant voltage at SEIG terminals during severe
load perturbations and acts as a source and sink of reactive
power. The performance equations are derived using d-q
variable in stationary reference frame to develop a
mathematical model of SEIG-STATCOM system feeding
unbalanced loads. Transient analysis of the SEIG-
STATCOM system is carried out for voltage build-up;
switching in STATCOM, application and removal of
balanced/unbalanced resistive/reactive loads. The
STATCOM compensates the unbalanced load and keeps the
generating system balanced while maintaining constant AC
terminal voltage.

1. INTRODUCTION

Distributed power generation has become a topic of interest
in recent years to supply power to remote, rural and isolated
regions. Need for stand by power is also increasing rapidly
due to unreliable utility supplies. Heavy distribution losses
and investment in transmission lines compel one to seek
autonomous power generation. Depletion of fossil fuels has
turned our attention towards renewable energy sources. For
power generation wind, small hydro and biomass are
attractive options. Since they are exceptionally to be located
in isolated regions, the technology must be simple, rugged
and easy to maintain and operate. Suitable energy
conversion system has to be developed for such
applications. On the electrical side the generator and
controller have to be appropriately chosen to meet the
customer needs. Self-excited induction generator (SEIG) has
been shown advantages [1] for such applications. Such
three-phase generators would often feed unbalanced loads
due to the very nature of distributed load arrangement
dictated by location of consumers. Engine and hydro turbine
driven SEIG [2] needs to have suitable controllers to satisfy

proper power quality at consumer end. At varying loads,
reactive power requirement has to change [3] to provide the
required voltage at the given prime mover speed and load
pf. The unbalanced loads would pose additional problem on
the design of controller that should not only provide needed
VAR but also maintain the generator output voltage and
current under balance in spite of unbalanced load. This
paper addresses this issue and suggests a viable STATCOM
based controller. The other suggested controllers in
literature like switched capacitor, thyristor controlled
inductor [4], saturable core reactor [5], and series capacitor
[6] do not meet such requirements. With rapid advances in
power electronics and signal processing, static compensator
(STATCOM) can be an attractive reactive power controller.
While use of STATCOM for power systems [7] and for self-
excited induction generator has been already reported [8-9]
under balanced condition, its applicability to SEIG under
unbalanced conditions has not been explored. Here the total
system comprising SEIG; STATCOM and a general
balanced/unbalanced load is modeled and analyzed for
transients/dynamic performance under realistic load
conditions for both resistive and partially reactive load. The.
simulated results demonstrate that the use of STATCOM
with SEIG has applicability for three-phase power
generation under all types of balanced/unbalanced loads.

2. CONTROL SCHEME

The schematic diagram of SEIG with excitation capacitor,
STATCOM, load and control scheme is shown in Fig. 1.
Excitation capacitors are selected to generate the rated
voltage of SEIG at no load. The additional demand of
reactive power is fulfilled by the STATCOM under varying
loads. The STATCOM acts as a source of lagging or leading
currents to maintain the terminal voltage constant with
variation in toad. The STATCOM consists of a three-phase
IGBT (Insulated gate bipolar transistor) based current
controlled voltage source inverter, DC bus capacitor and AC
inductors. The AC output of the inverter is connected
through the AC filtering inductor to the SEIG terminals.
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The DC bus capacitor is used as an energy storage device
and provides self-supporting DC bus.

Fig. I Schematic diagram of the proposed scheme of SEIG-STATCOM

The control technique to regulate the terminal voltage of the
SEiG is based on the control of source currents (having two
components one in-phase and other quadrature). The unit
vectors ua, ub and u^ are three-phase in phase unit templates
and are sinusoidal functions, computed by dividing the AC
voltages v,, vb and vc by their amplitude V, Another set of
quadrature unit vectors wa, wb and wc are also sinusoidal
function obtained from in-phase vectors Uj, ub and uc. The
AC terminal voltage (V,) is compared with the reference
voltage. The voltage error is processed in the PI controller.
The output of the PI controller (lsmq) for AC voltage control
loop decides the amplitude of reactive current required for
the system. Multiplication of wa, wb and wc with (Ismq) yield
the quadrature component of the source reference currents.
The DC bus voltage of the STATCOM is sensed and
compared with DC reference voltage. The error voltage is
processed in another PI controller. The output of this PI
controller (Ismd) decides the amplitude of active current,
which is required by STATCOM to maintain constant DC
bus voltage. Multiplication of ua, ub and lie with (Ismd) yields
the in-phase. component of the source reference currents.
The sum of quadrature and in-phase components is the

source reference current, which is compared with the SEIG
line current (iM, isb and isc). The current error signal is
amplified and compared with the triangular carrier wave. If
the error signal is equal to or greater than the triangular
carrier wave lower devices of the inverter are turned on and
upper devices turned off. If the error signal is equal to or
less than the triangular carrier wave lower devices of the
inverter are turned off and upper devices turned on.

If AC terminal voltage (V,) is greater than reference
voltage (Vhef), quadrature component of source reference
current lags the terminal voltage. The switching function
derived from the PWM controller decreases the fundamental
AC output of inverter below the AC terminal voltage so that
current flows from SEIG to STATCOM and the STATCOM
absorbs the reactive power (inductive). If AC terminal
voltage (Vt) is jess than reference voltage (V^f), quadrature
component of source reference current leads the terminal
voltage. The switching function derived from the PWM
controller increases the fundamental AC output of inverter
above the AC terminal voltage so that current flows from
STATCOM to SEIG and the STATCOM supplies the
reactive power (capacitive) to the SEIG so that voltage
remains constant. When the terminal voltage is equal to the
reference voltage the reactive current exchange will remain
at constant level. Mathematical model of SEIG-STATCOM
system consists of the modeling of SEIG, control scheme
and STATCOM.

3. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING

Mathematical model of SEIG-STATCOM system consists
of the modeling of SEIG and STATCOM and is as follows.

Modelling of control scheme of STA TCOM

Different components of SEIG-STATCOM system shown
in Fig. 1 are modeled as follows.
Three-phase voltages at the SEIG terminals (va, vb and vc)
are considered sinusoidal and hence their amplitude is
computed as:
V, = V (2/3) (va

z W +<) (1)
The unit vector in phase with va, vb and vc are derived as:
ua = va/Vt ; ub = v,/V, ; ue = v/Vt (2)
The unit vectors in quadrature with va, vb and vc may be
derived using a quadrature transformation of the in-phase
unit vectors ua, ub and u,. [8] as:

(3)
(4)
(5)

Quadrature Component of Source Reference Currents- The
AC voltage error Ver at the n1' sampling instant is:
Vcr(n)=Vtref-Vt(n) (6)
Where Vtref is the amplitude of reference AC terminal
voltage and Vt(n) is the amplitude of the sensed three-phase
AC voltage at the SEIG terminals at nlh instant. The output



of the PI controller (I*srm,(n,) for maintaining AC terminal
voltage constant at the nIh sampling instant is expressed as:
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) - I smq(n-1) K i a V e r ( n ) (7)
Where Kpa and Kia are the proportional and integral gain
constants of the proportional integral (PI) controller, Vcf (n)

and Ve,,,,.!) -are the voltage errors in nth and (n-1)"1 instants
and I'smptn.!) is the amplitude of quadrature component of the
source reference current at (n-l)'h instant. The instantaneous
quadrature components of the source reference currents are
estimated as:

, = ! •
smq = I* l si;mq (8)

In-Phase Component of Source Reference Currents-The
error in DC bus voltage of STATCOM (Vdcw) at nth

sampling instant is:
Vdcl!I<n) = Vdcrtf-Vdc|n> (9)
Where Vdcref is the reference DC voltage and Vdc(n) is the
sensed DC link voltage of the STATCOM. The output of
the PI controller for maintaining DC bus voltage of the
STATCOM at the n"1 sampling instant, is expressed as:
' smd(n) = ' smd(n-l) "*" ^pd{ ^dcer(n) ~ Vdcer(n_|)}+K.jd Vd c e r |n ) (10)

I*.™ri(n) 's considered as the amplitude of in-phase
component of source current. Kpd and K^ are the
proportional and integral gain constants of the DC bus PI
voltage controller, ln-phase components of source reference
currents are estimated as:

i*sbd = i*Scd = (11)

Total Source Reference Currents-ioXaS source reference
currents are sum of in-phase and quadrature components of

' the source reference currents as:
i*,a=i%+i*sad (12)
i*sb = i*.bq+i*sbd (13)
t" i1

scq scd (14)

PWM current controller- The total reference currents (i*^,
i*sb and !*„) are compared with the sensed source currents
(isa, ish and isc). The ON/OFF switching patterns of the gate
drive signals to the IGBTs are generated from the PWM
current controller. The current errors are computed as:
'saerr = ' *i 'sa> Isberr ~ ' sh ^sbj ^scerr ^ sc &sc 1.' '

These current error signals are amplified and then compared
with the triangular carrier wave. If the amplified current
error signal is greater than the triangular wave signal switch
S4 (lower device) is ON and switch S( (upper device) is
OFF, and the value of switching function SA is set to 0. If
the amplified current error signal corresponding to isaelT is
less than the triangular wave signal switch S, is ON and
switch S4 is OFF, and the value of SA is set to 1. Similar
logic applies to other phases.

Modelling ofSTA TCOM

The STATCOM is a current controlled VSI and modeled as
follows:
The derivative of its DC bus voltage is defined as:
pvdc = (iM SA + icb SB + icc SC)/ CiC (16)
Where SA, SB and SC are the switching functions for the
ON/OFF positions of the VSI bridge switches S,-S6-

The DC bus voltage reflects at the output of the inverter in
the form of the three-phase PWM AC voltage ea, eb and ec.
These voltages may be expressed as [8]:
ea = vdc (2 SA- SB- SC) / 3
eb = vdc (- SA+.2 SB- SC) / 3
ec = vdc (- SA- SB + 2 SC) / 3
The STATCOM line voltages are given as:
eai, = ea - eb; e^ = eb - ec; eca = ec - ea

(17)
(18)
(19)

(20)
The volt-amp equations of the output of voltage source
inverter (STATCOM) are as:

eab - Rf icb - Lf pitb

ebc - Rf icc - Lf picc

va = Rf L + Lf pica

vb = Rr icb + Lr P icb
iM + icb + ice = 0

Value of ic(: from eqn (23) is substituted in to eqn.
which results in:
vb = Rf icb+LfPU+etc+rf iC3+Lrpira+Rricb+Lf p icb

Rearranging the eqn. (21) and eqn. (24) it results in:
Lf pi™ - Lf picb = v, - eab - Rf im + Rf icb

Lf pica + 2 Lf picb = vb - ebc - Rf ica - 2 Rf icb

(21)
(22)
(23)
(22)

(24)

(25)
(26)

Hence, the STATCOM current derivatives are obtained by
solving the eqn (25) and (26) as:
pic = {( vb - ebc) + 2 (v, - eab) - 3 Rrica}/{3Lf) (27)
pU = {(Vb - e^) - (v. - eab) - 3 Rf ica}/(3Lf) (28)

Modelling ofSEIG

The dynamic model of the three-phase SEIG is developed
using stationary d-q axes references frame, whose voltage-
ampere equations are [8]:

] (29)

(30)
From which, current derivatives can be expressed as:

where [v] = [vds vqs vdr vqr]
[R] = .diag [ Rs Rs R, RJ

+ L m 0 L
0 L s + L .

0 L r + L

m
0 L

L m
0 L r 0

[G]=

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 - L m 0 L r + L m
Lm 0 L r + L m 0

(31)

The electromagnetic torque balance equation of SEIG is
defined as [8]:
Tshaft = TB + J(2/P)paj r (32)
The derivative of rotor speed of the SEIG from eqn. (34) is:
pcor={P/(2J)}(Tshafl-Te) (33)
where the developed electromagnetic torque of the SEIG is
expressed as [8]:
Te = (3P/4)Lm(iqsidr-idsiqT) (34)
The shaft torque of prime mover is considered as function of
speed as:
Tlh.ft = (kr k2 wr) (35)
Where Tsbaft is the shaft torque which show the drooping
characteristic of prime-mover and ki(3370) and k2 (10) are
the constant (in most of the prime movers available in the
nature). The SEIG operates in the saturation region and its
magenetizing characteristics is non-linear in nature.
Therefore the magnetizing current should be calculated in
each step of integration in terms of stator and rotor currents
as:
Im = V (id. +i<lr)2 + (iqs + tqr)

2 . (36)
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Magnetizing inductance is calculated from the magnetizing
characteristics between Lm and lm. Relation between Lm and
Im is obtained by synchronous speed test for SEIG under
test[l] and can be written as:
Lm=0.2O5+0.OO53Im-0.O023 In^+O.OOOllJ (37)

AC line voltage at the point of common coupling

From direct and quadrature axis currents of the SEIG (ids

and iqs) are converted in to three-phase (a, b and c). The
derivative of AC terminal voltage of the SEIG is defined as:

P v. - {(i. - ira - ica) - (ib - U - icb)} / (3 C) (38)
P vb = {(ia - \K - iM) +2 (ib - iA - icb) }/(3C) (39)
va +vb + vc = 0. (40)
where ia, ib and ic are SEIG stator line currents, ira, irb and ire

are 3-phase load currents and ica, i<.b and icc are STATCOM
currents. C is per phase excitation capacitor, which
connected parallel to SEIG.

Modelling of Loads

The mathematical modelling of balanced/unbalanced,
resistive/reactive loads h^s been done into following two
categories.

Three-Phase Resistive Load-The load current i,,, irb and irc

are the line current which is obtained as:
ira = (Va-vc)/RL; irb = (vb-va)/RL; irc = (vc - vb)/RL (41)

Three-phase Reactive Load- The derivative of load currents
are defined as:
P ira=(Va-RLira)/LL; P irt>=(vb-RLirt>)/LL; P VKVc-RlircVLL
(42)

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Simulations have been carried out for a 15kW three-
phase-SEIG with balanced and unbalanced resistive and
reactive (15 kW) at 0.8 PF load. In this simulation,
disconnecting one or two phases of loads from the SEIG has
created unbalanced conditions. Fig.2 shows the transient
waveforms of three-phase terminal voltages (vsab(.), three-
phase generator current (i^bc), STATCOM current (icabc)>
magnitude of terminal voltage and its reference (V,/Vref),
DC bus voltage and its reference (Vd/Vdcref) and generator
speed (tUg) under voltage build-up and switching in the
STATCOM. At 4.6 sec. STATCOM is switched on after
which DC bus voltage is regulated at the reference voltage
(650 V). The generator speed drops at switching in
STATCOM but it recovers back within a fractional of
seconds.

Fig. 3 shows the transient waveforms of three-phase
SEIG-STATCOM system feeding to balanced and
unbalanced resistive load. At 6.23 sec. three-phase resistive
load (15 kW) is applied to the SEIG. When this three-phase
load is applied DC bus voltage drops to deliver the energy
instantaneously from STATCOM to SEIG. Generator speed
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STATCOM system supplying resistive load



also drops down to show the loading on the SEIG. At 6.41
sec. and 6.6 sec. one phase and two phases of load have
been removed to create unbalancing. It is observed from the
results that under even unbalanced conditions generator
voltage remains constant and balanced and generator current
decreases with decrease in load but remains balanced. Fig. 4
shows the transient waveforms of three-phase SEIG-
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Fig. 4 Transient waveforms of three-phase SEIG -STATCOM
system supplying reactive load (0.8 pf)

-STATCOM supplying to three-phase reactive lcjad. It is
observed that SEIG terminal voltage remains constant in
spite of application and removal of three, two and single
phase loads. Generator current increases and decreases with
application and removal of three-phase load respectively to
provide active power to the load. The STATCOM supplies
the reactive power to the load as well as generator and
balances" the SEIG system. Therefore STATCOM current
increases and decreases with application and removal of
loads. At 6.23 sec. three-phase load is applied and all
parameters are settled down within few cycles. After that,
one phase and two phase of loads are removed at 6.41 sec.
and 6.6 sees, respectively and at 6.72 and 6.82 sees, one
phase and two phases are reconnected, respectively. An
under-shoot in DC bus voltage at application of load is
observed which shows instantaneously the energy transfer
from STATCOM DC bus to SEIG to maintain the terminal
voltage constant and an over-shoot in DC bus voltage at

removal of load is also observed. Change in generator speed
is observed with change in load demonstrating natural
drooping behavior of prime mover.

5. CONCLUSIONS
A mathematical model of three-phase self-excited

induction generator with STATCOM based voltage
regulator under balanced/unbalanced, resistive/reactive
loads. It is concluded from the simulated results that the
STATCOM acts as an ideal voltage regulator and load-
balancing device, which maintains the SEIG voltage
constant and balances the SEIG system at varying balanced
and unbalanced loads.

6. APPENDIX
A. STATCOM control parameters
Lr= 1.2 mH, R r= 0.045 Q. and C* = 4000uF, AC voltage PI
controller: Kp, =0.05, Kia = 0.04. DC bus voltage PI
controller K^ = 0.7, Kw =0.1. Carrier frequency = 10 kHz.
B. Machines parameters
The parameters of the 15 kW, 381/440V, 30A, 4-poIe
induction machine are given below.
R, = 0.69 £i, R, = 0.74S2, X,« = X,, = 3.49 £2, J = 0.23 kg/m2. •
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